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BLUF & Background

• BLUF: Test design methods for SoS in complex
battlespaces: nonlinear dynamical and cyber systems

• W Edwards Deming and Statistical Process Control
• Dynegy: Stochastic partial differential equations
− Modeling

• Los Alamos National Laboratory
− ASC and Stockpile Stewardship

• LANL vs. Dynegy modeling – Limits of Physics Modeling
• AFOTEC and Design of Experiments (DOE)
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Limits of Physics: ASC
• Advance Simulation Computation: Stockpile Stewardship
− Simulate HE, primary, and secondary physics






Neutron cross sections (LANSCE)
DAHRT
HE
LL: Characterize M&S Instabilities over years
Sub critical shots
Z machine

 Physics approx.
 Code physics.
 Compare with data

 DYN
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Scientific Advisory Board (SAB)

• The SAB is a Federal Advisory Committee that provides
independent advice on matters of science and
technology relating to the Air Force mission, reporting
directly to the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of
Staff of the Air Force
• Jan 2017: Do there exist new fundamental ways to T&E?
λ=1
• Lambda Surface

Test Design = (1 – λ) DOE + λ Other

λ=0
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The Lambda Surface
• Test Design = (1 – λ) DOE + λ Other
• λ = λ (SUT, Battlespace, other), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1

λ=1
λ

Cyber
Autonomy

λ=0
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AFOTEC – AFIT Research?

• We are interested in what we can say about the F-35 in
an operationally realistic test designed to answer:
− Was the target successfully struck and destroyed?

• Battlespace participants are:

− A/C for situational awareness and identifying targets
− A/C to provide jamming
− A/C to strike the target
− Drones to do battle damage assessment
− F-35s to provide escort
− Other air and ground assets

• How much did the F-35 contribute to the destruction of
the target? In what ways did it contribute to the
destruction of the target?
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AFOTEC – AFIT Research?
• The data set produced from the test will contain structured
(e.g., TSPI) and unstructured data sets from operators.
• What are the right questions to best characterize the role of
the F-35 in the above operational test with respect to all
available analytical methods. Do new and/or hybrid methods
need to be developed?

• DOE methods characterize simple numerical metrics like
timeliness of the F-35. Evidence based survey methods
may characterize the suitability space of the F-35.
• If 𝝀~𝟏, what are the roles of big data, machine learning,
and deep learning?
• Ditto for entropy reduction and network dynamics
methods.
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Autonomy, Cyber, Methods of
Statistical Physics

• Moving traditional software Verification and Validation
(V&V) to threat based V&V for software and Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) using methods of
statistical physics

• Some BUZZWORDS from methods of statistical physics
− Non-linear dynamics
− Chaos theory
− Self-organized criticality
− Bifurcation
− Swarming
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Nonlinear Dynamical Systems

• Lyapunov exponent
− Estimate of rate of entropy production
− Estimate of fractal dimension

• Phase space methods
− Time, Space, Position Information
− Dimensional Reduction (Big Data)
 El Niño and La Niña

• DOE for nonlinear systems (Reference)
− Stiff system of nonlinear ODEs
− Observables depend sharply on:
 Design conditions/points
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Nonlinear Cyber Systems

• A cyber sensor can be anything from a network tap to a
firewall log; it is something that collects information
about your network and can be used to make judgement
calls about your network’s security

• “Unlike physical-space sensors that can be
characterized and fused based on the laws of physics,
cyber sensors have no known underlying relationships
that allow their various outputs to be combined into
single, more robust picture of reality. Likewise, no
known physical laws limit adversary “trajectories”
through Blue cyberspace,” Cyber Vision 2025.
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Nonlinear Cyber Systems

• Unlike physical-space sensors that can be characterized
and fused based on the laws of physics, cyber sensors
have no known underlying relationships that allow their
various outputs to be combined into single, more robust
picture of reality. Likewise, no known physical laws limit
adversary “trajectories” through Blue cyberspace,
The sensor at A sees only traffic that
moves between the network and the
Internet—it will not, for example, see traffic
between 128.1.1.1 and 128.2.1.1
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Nonlinear Cyber Systems

• (Cyber Vision 2025) The amount and diversity of data
collected by ISR sensors and open sources across air,
space, and cyberspace domains has been exploding:
− Full Motion Video
− Wide Area Imagery
− Hyperspectral
− Signal intelligence
− Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)

• Before our ability to collect data can improve C2
capability, significant investment in the ability to
perform automated discovery and machine-based
analysis to reduce data for actionable analysis is
needed.
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Ongoing and Future Work

• Intersecting topologies dynamics
− Forward problem (Standard model)
− Reverse problem (Supervised learning)

−

𝒅𝚻∩𝒊

𝐝𝐭

= 𝚻∩𝒊 + 𝐖𝐢

− Neural net-like networks over different scales with tensor or
more general connections.
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Cyber: Machine Learning.

• Adversarial Machine Learning (ML) - Metasploit
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Cyber: Machine Learning, Etc.

• Adversarial Machine Learning (ML)
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The Lady Tasting Tea

• Cambridge England, 1920
• Afternoon tea
• Tea or milk first?
• Kolmogorov
− Definition of probability

• Fisher
− Limits of DOE
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− Sometimes linearized and locally optimal strategies are
suitable. In the broader context of decision theoretic design
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 Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling (MCMC)
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Questions?
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A priori machine learning
for high realism OT
• In Simulated annealing & the traveling salesman
− 𝑇 begins hot
− 𝑇 cools down
− Probability of
acceptance of less
optimal solution goes as
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A priori machine learning
for high realism OT
• Machine learning is a vast field including many
popularized neural net Deep learning AI methods
• The basic idea is that with lots of (un)supervised
training, Deep learning methods become exceptionally
good at classification and prediction.
Output of neurons

Given hand drawn digit, output digit
via error reduction at final layer.
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A priori machine learning
for high realism OT
• In image processing (think Facebook facial recognition)
weights from the input layer undergo convolutional
transforms (e.g., Gaussian blur, Wavelet, etc.).
• Gradients are back-propagated from the output layer
until convergence happens.
Output of neurons

Given hand drawn digit, output digit
via error reduction at final layer.
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A priori machine learning
for high realism OT
• In translation processing (think Google translator) weights
are tuned using maximum likelihood methods pioneered
in statistical physics, e.g., simulated annealing

Energy of network

Probability of given network state

All possible network states
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A priori machine learning
for high realism OT
• Could we use automated Modeling and Simulation
(M&S) to build neural network representations of
complex operational tests, e.g., F-35 OT?
• We create scenarios over Monte Carlo noise and use the
outputs to train the net
Output of neurons

− Input: Two blue ship vs. four red ship with ground clutter,
GPS jamming and SAMs and… to inform OT test design
− Conversely, OT data can then tune our models
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OODA Loop Approach
Numenta/IBM

• Neocortex by Jeff Hawkins
− Dinner napkin – 6 layers thick
− Rat experiments
 Conservation of function

− Long range connections
− Learning with
 Connection weights (Hebbian)
 Creation/destruction of links
 Weak links lead to jobs!

Inhibitory/excitatory
backward/forward feed loops to
preserve invariants

• Brain stores sequences of sequences (invariant
representations) built by experience
− Hierarchical spatial invariant representations
 Friend’s face (nested subinvariants: nose, eyes, mouth… by saccades)
− Hierarchical temporal invariant representations
The odds of these patterns
 Twinkle twinkle little star…
being accidental → 0.
− Spatial/Temporal invariant representations
The face is real.
 Catching a basket ball (vs. tennis ball)
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Numenta/IBM

• Numenta/IBM & Col. Boyd’s OODA loop
− Brain is a prediction machine
 We sense a linear combination of sensory data and memoryderived predictions
 “Prediction” means that the neurons involved in sensing, say,
your car door become active in advance of them actually
receiving sensory input. When the sensory input actually
arrives, it’s compared (measured) to your expectations
 You activate other neurons if expectations are sufficiently
violated, e.g., receiving text notification vs. hearing an car
crash behind you

− Hierarchical Predictor/Correctors (OODA loop)
• Strategic air war to tactical fights and back again
• You don’t‘ stop thinking when input quits
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Ab Initio Evanescent Neural Nets 2nd cut

• Capturing the digital universe
− Data source = neural node. Sources could come or go
 Some nodes are RBNs for translating words (Twitter ‘caliente’)
 Some nodes are CNNs for classifying images (Public fountains)
*Training set to

bootstrap ENN
*Hebbian/dynamic
topology
N-k time units

Time; data
WX, $electricity,…

Test set

k

Future

 Discover long-range correlations, in time series or “preference
baskets” in economics theory
 Time-ordered evanescent (or persistent) topology with dynamic
weighting
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